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Arteco Announces Launch of ARTECO MAPS
St. Louis, MO – Arteco, the industry leader in single-platform Video Event Management Software (VEMS)
products for the security industry, is pleased to announce the launch of ARTECO MAPS, the new
innovative feature set available with ARTECO-LOGIC Next.
The dynamic, multi-level Mapping feature changes the way users approach their security environment
by delivering complete situational awareness for video security, fire, access control, perimeter detection
and automation on one common interface.
This innovative feature allows users to: arrange and locate all devices on the map, customize the
presentation of each device, activate live camera previews, control and monitor building automation
devices in real-time, and one-click launch programs or web-browsers directly from the map.
“ARTECO MAPS is a clear example of our focus on moving Video Management software to Video Event
Management Software,” said Steve Birkmeier, Vice President of ARTECO Global, “this innovative
feature-set gives users a new approach to situational awareness from multiple security and automation
devices.”
With ARTECO Maps, users gain control of the security environment with easy to understand
representations of all devices at any time on one single platform. The new innovative feature set is
included in the ARTECO-SERVER Enterprise version and is now available in the ARTECO-SERVER
Professional version (upgrade required).

About Arteco
Founded in 1987, ARTECO is a global provider of Video Security products based in Faenza, Italy with US
operations in St. Louis, MO. With a focus on Ease of Use and Resource Management, Arteco’s Research
and Development principles have united world-class video analytics and video management software on
a single-platform at competitive price-points to standard Video Management Software (VMS) products.
Arteco views Video Analytics as an enhancement to the video security experience and not as a costly
addition or complication to standard video management. Arteco products are available through their
dedicated team of certified Integrator Partners in Europe and the United States. Learn more
information at www.Arteco-Global.com

